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Newbury Pharmaceuticals AB has successfully 
signed a 15 MSEK loan agreement
Newbury has secured immediate funding represented by a loan of 15 MSEK from independent 
private investors. The loan has maturity date of December 31. 2024, and carries an interest 
rate of 11 % per annum which is paid at the end of each quarter. The loan is intended to be 
repaid in cash. No financial advisor has been used and therefore no transaction costs are 
applicable.

The loan facility is planned to be replaced by a standard bank financing from a major bank who is 
providing an inventory financing facility. Discussions on terms and conditions have taken place with a 
major bank, and Newbury believes that a conversion to a bank financing will take place during 2024 
based on launching a broader portfolio and sales/EBITDA results.
 
The loan will be used for the necessary inventory to commercialise Newbury´s portfolio. The number 
of launched and marketed products is expected to increase from currently four (4) products up to 14 
products by the end of 2024. 
Furthermore, it is expected that the sales uptake will secure that Newbury can deliver on the financial 
goal to deliver a quarterly positive EBITDA during 2024 and thereby establish a foundation for 
profitable growth.

“Securing financing of the inventory build-up is a pivotal enabler for the sales growth 
which is expected during the next 18 months where several products will be launched. 
The recent announcement of a new exclusive partnership covering products intended 
for hospital treatments and this debt financing are two excellent milestones. 
Furthermore, we are excited to launch some of our high-end specialty products” says 
CEO Lars Minor.

For more information, contact:

Lars Minor, CEO
lars.minor@newburypharma.com
Mobile: +46 72-377 3005
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About Newbury Pharmaceuticals

Newbury Pharmaceuticals is building a pipeline of proprietary and licensed products with focus on 
specialty and branded products in the Nordics. Newbury aims to make a difference by offering 
treatment solutions within areas like oncology, rare diseases and neurology. The portfolio is built by 
leveraging experience and extensive international network. Newbury offers strategic partnerships of 
innovation for the benefit of the Nordic healthcare market.

Västra Hamnen Corporate Finance is the Company's Certified Adviser on Nasdaq First North and can 
be reached at ca@vhcorp.se or +46 (0) 40 200 250.
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